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Measuring Bias in Aggregated Digitised Content: a Case Study on Google Arts and Culture

XML

Large cultural heritage aggregators, such as Europeana and Google Arts and Culture (GA&C), collect metadata and images from cultural institutions. They provide a single portal that introduces cultural heritage from around the world to the public (Sood, 2016, Petras et al., 2017). Selecting images and artifacts for these aggregators is an outcome of curatorial decisions, enlarging an art canon (Earhart, 2012, Feldman, 2016), building a cultural capital (Bertrand and Kamenica, 2018), and providing an infrastructure for a corpus of art history images (Drucker, 2013) that is critically important for the research in Digital Humanities. However, are such portals indeed a representative and balanced collection, the foundation for objective humanistic study and judgement? In this paper we argue that diversity, although present in GA&C, is too narrow to support our hope that it can act as a corpus of digital art history images. Our evidence proves that the digital corpus amplifies biases within the arts world towards western culture.

1. Methodology

1.1. The source of GA&C collections

Our analysis is based on the full collection of two-dimensional images with metadata available on GA&C web site (ca. 5,000,000 images), excluding videos and street view panoramas. All our numeric estimates below are based on Collections (museum collections or collections of other holders, such as LIFE magazine or Opera national de Paris). We accessed collections via Places option in the GA&C menu and identified the size of the collections submitted to GA&C and the country of the collection holders.

1.2. Russian collections in GA&C

GA&C’s collections from Russia are relatively small (ca. 5000 images) supplied by 49 institutions. We have identified geographical location of all 49 GA&C contributors from the Russian Federation and for the 32 from them that are listed in the official museum registry of the Russian Ministry of Culture and are currently tabulating genres, periods and authorship of the 2,802 images that these museums supplied to GA&C. This is a limited share of the artifacts held by over 2,000 Russian museums that altogether hold about 60,000,000 objects in the main part of their collections.

1.3. French collections in GA&C

We identified 87 French collections that we used as a control group and compared them with the list of over 1,200 French museums downloaded from the web site of the French Ministry of Culture. We found 19 museums from the list of the Ministry with 4,477 images of objects.

We understand that two countries can be hardly enough to find out how representative GAC is and further research is needed to cover a larger sample of countries.

2. Results

2.1. Is Google Arts and Culture a balanced corpus?

Western museum collections have traditionally been biased in approaching art objects in the frames of western
aesthetic/cultural concepts (Chalmers, 1996, Ang, 2005, Simpson, 2012) and the bias continues in new digital aggregators. Table 1 shows that the majority of images come from the top five countries at the time of writing this paper. It demonstrates that a vast majority of providing cultural institutions come from the United States, United Kingdom and the Netherlands. The largest collection (Table 2) is the LIFE Photo Collection, New York, with 4.5 million images (80% of all images). The fifteen countries to follow the top five are represented with a much smaller number of objects. However, all the countries from the list of the United Nations are represented in the aggregator either as countries with institutional collections or countries tagged as the places of origin of cultural objects (Discover this place group). Our analysis shows that 123 countries out of 195 nations are not represented in the aggregator through their collections but can be referred to as the places of origin.

Table 1

The number of records with images for the institutional collections representing the places related to the names of countries in GAC. The images from the top five countries’ collections account for 93% of images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>No of images, institutional collections</th>
<th>% of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>4,713,779</td>
<td>82 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>334,558</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>170,201</td>
<td>3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>98,225</td>
<td>1.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>52,214</td>
<td>0.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other countries</td>
<td>337,198</td>
<td>6.6 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

The images from the top four collections account for 88% of images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Country, city</th>
<th>Number of images, institutional collections</th>
<th>% of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIFE Photo Collection</td>
<td>USA, New York</td>
<td>4,403,372</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Natural History Museum</td>
<td>UK, London</td>
<td>298,804</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rijksmuseum</td>
<td>Netherlands, Amsterdam</td>
<td>164,510</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Strong National Museum of Play</td>
<td>USA, Rochester</td>
<td>72,556</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other collections</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>615,113</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Do smaller collections represent provincial museums to demonstrate diversity?

Our results demonstrate that although the aggregator can be considered a representative corpus at the scale of nations, it is by no means a balanced corpus. We show that provincial museums take a small portion of the museums represented by the aggregator for the two countries in the study.

The paper will provide the distribution of genres, periods, geographical regions and artists when the study is completed to be presented at Digital Humanities 2019.

3. Conclusion

We demonstrate that GA&C is a representative collection of images as it includes at least two images from the cultural institutions of every country recognized by the United Nations. However, our results indicate that five countries (UK, USA, Netherlands, Italy, South Korea) contributed the largest share of images. Our hypothesis is that GA&C tends to work with the museums that are either easier to work with due to common legislation structures, or similar attitudes and languages, those museums that are more accessible in terms of opening their collections or with private museums that are interested in making their collections known. Further research is needed to provide evidence in support of this assumption.
Introducing cultural heritage that was previously difficult to access seems to be the task that new platforms perform fairly well. However, the case of GA&C demonstrates that this digital corpus tends to reinforce traditional biases of western curatorship (Manovich, 2017). This results in important consequences for large scale research in Digital Humanities when obtained patterns are skewed towards western aesthetic and cultural concepts. It may also prevent the general public from building a cultural capital based on cultural diversity.
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